VOTERS REPUDIATE HYPOCRISY OF JOHNSON'S ADMINISTRATION

By the time the polls closed on Tuesday, November 8, returns revealed with conclusiveness that the American people had repudiated the Johnson Administration. The avalanche of white backlash was not, however, that clear. On the contrary. Not only did we have the election of two Negro candidates in the South, the defeat of racist candidates in the border states of Maryland and Arkansas, and the victory in the State of Massachusetts of Edward Brooke, the first Negro to win a Senate seat since the Civil War.

Since there was very little choice for the voters to make between Democrats and Republicans, and since they did wish to repudiate the increasing number of Negro Democrats in the White House, there was very little for them to do except to express their great dissatisfaction except to vote against Democrats. Yet, the Republicans made sure to sound non-Goldwaterish.

Reagan Denies Image

In the Senate races all except Ronald Reagan also tried to sound anti-Negro. In the House races there is no doubt that there was some white backlash as indicated by the fact that Reagan had hired a high-powered advertising outfit to revamp his public image — from a Goldwaterite to one who was "progressive," "who was not a member of the Birch society."

In the interview after the election he even went so far as to say that he had benefited from white backlash in the "bleak" Republican victory in Massachusetts!

It is a fact, that except in the Deep South, the only horribly white-man-rules areas it was supposed to have developed did not develop, and that no one in the UAW wanted a black man as a war hawk won.

On the contrary. Where the Democrats poured in the most money — Oregon — because a pro-Administrative political leaning against an openly declared anti-Vietnam war Republican, Mark Hatfield, was presumably the reason that the anti-Administration man won.

Further, in DeArborn, Mich., a strong hold of reactionary segregationists and Goldwaterites, a newly worded ballot issue on a 10 to 7 ratio. If this is the reaction of people in a notoriously conservative community, there seems to be little question that the more typical U.S. community would repudiate the Vietnam war policies.

Republicans Elsewhere were anti-war demonstrations — and the barbaric armies away the wounded plus some dead.

Thus did the Army and police prove their democratic attitude to the people who had to express their true feelings about the barbaric war in Vietnam, even as it took just such a white imperialist war to convince Australians and New Zealand that they were too.

The Many Faces of LBJ

EDITORIAL

Manila Conclave Exposes Imperialist Shift of U.S. from Europe to Asia

Not a single truly independent large Asian nation was present at the Manila conference. Since it was called to "contain Communist China", it goes without saying that she was not present. Neither India nor Japan, nor Indochina, nor Pakistan. This fact, in itself, is in itself, condemnation enough of the U.S.-instigated conclave.

Nor did a single little country that is directly in the war zone but trying to stay neutral — Laos, Cambodia, Burma — attend that conference. The vote was 14,000 for favor of an immediate cease-fire without China is as representative of that continent as calling a meeting of people in a notoriously conservative community, there seems to be little question that the more typical U.S. community would repudiate the Vietnam war policies.
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New Italian Party Formation Moves Toward Mao, Stalin

Official and unofficial sources indicate that the new political force in Italy is a split of the Italian Communist party, which was formed at Li­borno last month, is not only wide-spread but integrated. The level of political discussion revolves about the analysis that the Italian Stalinist party after Stalin's death, as did the Italian CP. 

While deploiring this level of political discussion, some Italian observers connect it with the fact that Italy is suffering from an armed struggle against fascism during World War II, to a "simple" and "indefeasible" supremacy of the Stalinist party. 

Many workers who felt themselves betrayed by Stalin's death have concluded, they claim, that it was the Stalinist line that advocated real revolution.

FUTURE UNCERTAIN

"There is a great deal of pro­vincialism in all of this," writes one Italian observer. It is clear that the intellectuals who maintain this point of view have not always stood for other CPs. But it is impossible to judge whether this line is advancing or going back or not. This point itself depends on the leadership of the different groups to offer a concrete and positive program of action or to allow it.

There are several other groups in Italy which are also generally classified as "Marxist Lenninists," but which are more flexible. All of these groups are attempting to form a new party. The differences are appar­ently over the question of Stalin, not over the question of forming a new party.

Meanwhile, many insist that the Communist party is literally split into several separate groups, the pro-Chinese. Almost all the people and groups working to build a new party, or an organization that can oppose the Communist party, are classified as "marxist-leninists." However, both the Communist party and the intellectuals call all these people as well as anyone else who3s not a Stalinist as "former pro-Chinese provocateurs."

TWO STRIKES

The recent strikes at Genoa and Trieste are even as ex­traordinary as the strikes at this time of these two cities, stemming from their economic integration into the Common Mar­ket.

The strike at Trieste was a failure. It lasted only one day, but so many people took part that the work6ers won from the factories and all of the workers and various unions that were arrested. The Communist party, L'UNITA, immediately denounced the police preparations for "a baisse de Front."

The strike at Genoa was a complete success. The workers left the factories and factories and all of the workers and various unions that were arrested. The Communist party, L'UNITA, immediately denounced the police preparations for "a baisse de Front."

The plan was to have three great demonstrations followed by three days at Trieste. The demonstrations were a com­plete success. The workers left the factories and factories and all of the workers and various unions that were arrested. The Communist party, L'UNITA, immediately denounced the police preparations for "a baisse de Front."

After this, the strike at Trieste was a failure. It lasted only one day, but so many people took part that the work6ers won from the factories and all of the workers and various unions that were arrested. The Communist party, L'UNITA, immediately denounced the police preparations for "a baisse de Front."

The sending of telegrams of soli­darity to political prisoners in the government, which has its seat in the Austrian high­lands, is one of the richest fishing areas in the world. American boats, with all very modern with the latest equip­ment, carrying on a working class movement can bring victory and take us towards the new society. What is happening in the new society, is necessarily the road to the new society. What is happening in the new society, is necessarily the road to the new society.
Striking Grape Worker Is Crushed Under Truck Wheels

Delano, Cal.—A truck carrying grapes of Mosessian-Hourigan-Goldberg of Delano, a UFWOC (United Farm Workers Organizing Committee) picket, Saturday morning, Oct. 15. More than 100 of our pickets were walking the picketing line at the wine plant in downtown Delano. The truck backed out on strike the day before.

At about 8:00 a.m. a truckload of grapes was preparing to leave at the exit where the pickets were gathering. The truck driver drove the truck through the picket line. Even though a policeman was inside the truck they both got out of the truck.

TRUCK PLOWS INTO PICKETS

Mr. Shey, a supervisor for the company was standing by. At about 8:00 a.m. he told the driver to move the truck. Mr. Shey, who is the driver for the truck, then rushed to the truck. Another policeman then ran to the driver, told him to wait until more policemen came. Mr. Shey ignored this, started the truck, and ran over the picket line.

When a truck was crushed because he never slowed down.

RELONG CRUSHED

The victim, Mr. Rivera, also being a UFWOC member, was not killed due to the negligence of the way. One Girl being pushed by the truck driver, was knocked out of the way.

ON THE SCENE

Observers watched in horror at about 1:00 p.m. that Manuel Rivera hit one picket in the shoulder area of the truck. He was taken to Emergency hospital in Delano. The packers had walked out and left their jobs.

The truck driver then rushed to the truck. It was then that he hit someone.

BACK-TO-WORK VOTED

A leaflet was handed out an hour before that night. Only 600 workers came. Many of those were workers who did not want to go on strike. It was voted to return to work.

The union was opposed to the strike as much as the company or the government, which was their best shot at Placentia and the company. At the meeting the union did a lot of flag-waving and moved the members to vote the workers back to work.

STICK MORECT

When the glass job went to Perrysburg during the first week of November, when the next Monday, there were 18 women, 50 men who were on the picket line. The company ran the girls off the line and the truck drivers who are concerned about the company will probably go into the glass plant, do not see any victories in the struggle.

The contract which the company had originally voted against the minorities.

The union seems not to have to show you that management is always trying to put the workers in as many chains as it can. Neither the union, nor the management will get away with a repetition of what occurred at Highland Park to Perrysburg.

FAIR AND TORSIST MOVE

The young workers were the ones who had seniority, They have the union officers ought to be more prepared to show them as readily into its higher-level job classifications.

CLEAN DISCRIMINATION

The chart also reveals that the young workers were shifted around in departments. Only no preparations were made for them whatever. Neither the men nor the women had a single thing even a year that the glass job would be among the first to go.

The result of this was that the women were shifted around from one department to another. This was one shift to another — without a single voice being raised against doing this to their job. The women were entitled to better shifts and jobs.

On the Line

Women Workers Bearing Brunt of Co. Harassment

By John Allison

Workers in the Chryslers and Ford Plant have been beset with troubles for more than three years. The beginning of the crisis started with the take-over of Plant 3 by Erguy-Marcuse in 1965. The company, including this writer, believed the Press Room was going down.

When we realized that this was so, we began to seek the union, that there will be no more workers worked out. There was much confusion and unrest. Slowly, the plant was cleaned up and the punfle was created.

FIRST STRIKE IN 22 YEARS Gains Little

Los Angeles, Cal.—We had our first strike in 22 years at our plant. We would probably not have gone on strike this time, either, if the International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 40 unit had not been so arrogant.

The contract which the company had renegotiated down, 1,500 to 1,550. The dispute was that wage increases were not proportionate to the fact that the cost of living, and the fact that workers could refuse overtime only after working 12 hours.

While this strike was called six workers went in on the morning shift. Several hundred workers were on the picket line at the time. No one went in on the swing shift. In the afternoon the company tried to drive the workers back to the picket line. We probably would have gone on strike. We deeply appreciated the help of the company.

MUST WATCH COMPANY

A lot of companies will always do what they can get away with, and especially in a situation like this. A move is in involved. They will go to every extreme to keep the workers out and the frighten workers. It is at times like these that the union representatives have to be especially watchful, because if they don’t, they will lose the war with many violations of the contract.

It must always be remembered that the company will try to scare other workers. Just like the first time the workers were asked for wage garnished, and the company made a sign a statement that if she had a good job served on her, that she was no longer wanted. Now, everyone knows that if you have a good job the company will already be on your way before you get the first one.

At any rate, the union was able to stop this kind of nonsense where it came to this woman’s job. What made the company fear up that statement. But if it just goes down, the next one will be always trying to put the workers in as many chains as it can. As long as there are women working, men and women will be able to fight for, and the men will never relax for a minute.

With the situation we have now, it won’t do you any good to say the union. Women should be representing the workers. Every worker will have to represent himself as much as he can — and especially where it comes to meeting the company with any strength. This is not just to do their job of representing the rank-and-file.

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC., WORK FORCE

Female NAA employees.

North American had previously refused to reveal any figures to CORE, claiming that the figures other truck drivers in the company were "fixed-up," the "confidential" figures are being made to the company.

The figures released by the company were supposed to prove its image in the eyes of the public. However, a careful analysis of the data shows that they’ve been "fixed-up.", the "confidential" figures are being made to the company.
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Manila Conclave Exposes Imperialist Shift of U.S. from Europe to Asia

(Continued from Page 3)

"Asians, not Europeans." On a par with President Johnson's imperialist concerns was his fear of the growing power of the Far East. The GI's in Vietnam who were called to "come home with that coonskin on the wall," this white Texas joke was delivered after a few hours he signed the huge military aid program, which proclaimed not only the "7 equals" year for peace, but they were also bent on nothing short of a U.S. military occupation of the entire region, and which end they would "forge a social revolution even as the conflict continues." 

To talk of "social revolution" sounds on the lips of the Iying Texan, this is no time for laughter. It is true, of course, that he was not in a jocular mood,코 but the "peace talks" in Manila, which he sent to "to all, still controls the greater part of South Vietnam. The衡阳 Latest News. From all over the world, and still not change the fact that the plans elaborated at Manila Island was that this includes the National Liberation Front since it, after all, will continue to be ready to negotiate with all parties. The implication that the unrepresentative character of the conference stamps it as the end they would "forge a social revolution even as the conflict continues." 

But that is precisely why there is nothing amusing about the Conclave. The extension of war may not, in and by itself, refer to the Vietnam war. Though not likely, that may be "negotiated", to the Vietnam war.

In deference to the alleged peace alms of the Manila Conference, the President left his Defense Secretary at home when he embarked on his Asian tour. On the other hand, he brought with him that warm feeling of Lyndon B. Johnson and someone who wanted to show two of his faces on one and the same day) Defense Secretary McNamara chose then to announce a 30 percent increase in U.S. forces in Vietnam from the already phenomenal 250,000 to some-where between 300,000 and 350,000, with the additional 150,000 troops would be asked, after the November elections, for a "supplementary" appro-"phased withdrawal" of the U.S. troops from South Vietnam as a signal to the Johnson Administration will put its policy, at least to the extent of military weapons.

The recent nuclear bomb tests by China produced hardly a murmur in the peace movement. It was as if the world had never been informed that for that admiral of Hitler to say "peace" and mean "unconditional sur-

And that is indeed precisely what the seven meant when they told North Vietnam, against whom no one has declared war, that they had no objection to the peace talks. They added that there would first begin a phased withdrawal of United States troops. In any case, Ky no sooner returned to South Vietnam than he was again on board for Saigon. Not only Ky, but the Communists—when he means in fact, "No, never with the Buddhists!

The tone for Ky's pronouncements had been set by none other than "Number 1"—the Texas himself—who proclaimed: "If any- one asks me what the American government, which more and more, we have more troops in Vietnam than there are words in Webster's New Dictionary." Since no one doubted the "commitment"—and four faces are quite enough for even Big Brother—it would have appeared that the purposes of the Asian tour had been exhausted. But the Sino-American nuclear test compulsion does not allow us to let all other Asian nations not that this pilgrimage east wasn't big enough to pass the anniversary of the U.S. invasion of China.

One reason is that they have been quiet about it. How can you talk about the spread of the nuclear explosion anywhere in the world, if you say that the U.S. is spreading communism! And how can you show people that being against what the U.S. is doing there is no other way to stop China from doing what you want...

It fits exactly—it is a mirror reflection of what I would say, with your idea of spontaneity of labor movement that runs through the whole of Marxism and Freedom believe I can bet better understand now how this movement begins at the point of production and corresponds to the idea of free-dom as you see it.

Natural evolution is the only question of its influence and the problem of it's connection with it, but it seems well woven together...

BLACK POWER CONFAB

The big controversy before the Black Power Conference took place at Berkeley was be-tween some group called "National Assn. Students for a Democratic Society," which has been successful in organizing records, and the Negro students charged that some of the group were being exploited from planning the black power conference. This caused a reaction since it was being set up to help defeat Brown. One of them said they didn't think the "white reality left should decide who black people would be better off with as governors" because if their plans had been implemented, the Negro students could go back where they came from but the Ne-gro students asked for a "four very oppres-sive years for Negroes in the South." SDS denied the charges, but agreed that Negro students should be given the last word in the procedures. Carmichael said that he wanted to "heighten the political awareness of black people around the country, not only Negro students, but all students, to the problems before Negro audiences, but defend our positions against the deeply white dominated audience at Berkeley on the ground that it "is white instituting and perpetuate racism within the community."

More than 10,000 jammed the university's Greek Theatre to hear him.

The papers all played up the question raised at the Conference "at our conference." The truth is that what Stokely Carmichael said was rather a parody than a challenge (which was very little) brought none other than en-thusiastic, by the white American audience. What did that was his anti-war statement. This is where you agree with him—not only on black power, but on being anti-

The elections

The workers in my shop were计ing for the elections. In the last elections, my friend, was not so brainwashed —; like the problem with the workers in my shop. I was quite happy to hear him.

The problem remains, how-

In the Negro Worker

From behind the Iron Curtain

It is, indeed, the "second" American Communist Party that produced the pages of News & Letters, which I always feel it is a splendid idea to let the readers most of Chinese communists of all them certainly worker-readers who by no means wish to see a movement continuing to fight for the ideas of freedom.

"... But the bureaucrats have all gone from the party. Their place has been taken by the workers in the shops. And now the workers are in a situation where they can't do anything for the workers in the shops. And now the workers are in a situation where they can't do anything. And they are in a situation where they can't do anything..."

The Negro students charged that they were being exploited from planning the black power conference. This caused a reaction since it was being set up to help defeat Brown. One of them said they didn't think the "white reality left should decide who black people would be better off with as governors" because if their plans had been implemented, the Negro students could go back..."
Maddox did in Georgia. That can be "culture." Madison Avenue whitewash of Californians could go for a right after all: anybody can get elected governor — that fact that their own Daily Worker correspondent was re­the Red Army was brought in were defeated. We have never hungarian people placed flow­down by the counter-revol­piled up the coal waste high in their drinking water and in more "efficient" to dispose of with 147 people, mainly chil­report of the schoolhouse — you will print this. took out, and shot. I hope children died. oh the town. (The little chil­capitalist thinking. So the flu­dation of public drinking water has drawn the hysterical wrath of every re­tion plan. According to reports, the strikers, agreed to reopen ne­strike over to the anti-war wing in Fifties and Sixties and disorganized" recently. The sound of guns from one of the basic rights won during the Free Speech Movement in 64-65 (almost the only one left, in fact), and remov­ing it seems to have aroused the entire student body. Mario Savio spoke to a crowd of several thousand again and it is a situation we are watching with great.UCLA Student, Los Angeles.

**BLACK AND WHITE**

When will the damned capital­in 64-65 (almost the only thing they are not following this is a situation we are watching — the struggle for and nothing else. It cannot build Sino-Soviet state-capitalist orbit, to come 20,000 kilometers to im­Soviet China on the 17th an­words itself. The truth, however, is that it is the one thing they are not following this year, but, indeed, are reviving. In the initiation of their Third Five Year Plan, to a Russian-style planning, No, the truth is, that the re­munities began to fluoridate their own Daily Worker correspondent was re­the Russian and Chinese Revolu­tion in peace negotiations! The gage in peace negotiations! The state-capitalist orbit, to come 20,000 kilometers to im­words itself. The truth, however, is that it is the one thing they are not following this year, but, indeed, are reviving. In the initiation of their Third Five Year Plan, to a Russian-style planning, No, the truth is, that the re­munities began to fluoridate
Ten Years After the Hungarian Revolution

Today all can see the splits within the Communist movement. Not only are China and Russia in seemingly opposite camps, but the Italian and French Communist parties are also splitting. For its part, the imprisonment of Soviet writers; the North Korean regime, which was one with Communist China during the Korean War, has a policy of neutrality, and the satellites seek a certain degree of freedom from Russia.

Are any of these events a sign of a new period in which many banners of human freedom begin to fly? The workers, intellectuals, East and West, could grasp in their search for a new political world.

REVOLT ANSWERS

To answer these questions in any degree of totality is beyond the scope of this article. But what can be done is to look at a moment of the past and see how it which did raise a banner of human freedom against Russian totalitarianism. The question of how they raised this banner and what this banner means, we can begin to answer some of the above questions.

Ten years ago this banner was raised by the workers, intellectuals and youth in Hungary. For the first time, the workers fought for freedom from Communism. The youth fought the Soviet tasks with rifles and gasoline fire bombs.

The workers seized control of factories, and the intellectuals organized and published the Workers' Councils which came forth showed that the Hungarian Revolution had an impact both in activity in Oakland. The revolt was certainly a result of it. (This, of course, does not mean that the revolution was not a result of the many out­breaks which have occurred across the United States in the last two years. It is apparent that even when there was no at­tention to them and no political line?)

The Workers' Councils which came forth showed that the Hungarian Revolution has its historical roots in the United States in the hands of the Hungarian masses. The search was a quest for a philosophy equal to the historical roots of the problem. By Raya Dunayevskaya. New paperback edition contains the many out­breaks which have occurred across the United States in the last two years. It is apparent that even when there was no at­tention to them and no political line?"

New York, N.Y. — More and more it is becoming clear that peace marches — or at least the kind of peace marches we have been seeing — are not likely to end this incredible war.

Meanwhile the first marches on Washington and the big parade down Fifth Ave. here last year, the marches have been getting smaller and smaller, as well as less meaningful. But what can you do? When a march was called here for Nov. 5, we thought that we went and urged our friends to go.

A LONG WAY FROM A GROUP

The march was organized from 16th St. and Broadway (Columbia U.) to 42nd St. and Fifth Ave. There were no counter-pickets or heck­lers, except one old drunk and an American Legionnaire. Everyone was cheered and one black man was killed.

The N.Y. Times reported that there were 10,000 people at the 42nd St. rally, and one of them were generous in their estimate.

Johnson. The following four days were indeed a time of the people’s revolt against the system of the oppressive system which gives rise to revolts. It was the fighters who organized a break through the main downtown shopping area to a rally at the foot of Woodward. "Peace NOW" behind that stupid Chinese flag. If a person wants to carry a Chinese flag, that’s his business, but let him walk at the head of a column of several hundred people who certainly were not marching for Man.

WORKERS MORE SERIOUS

The anti-war movement is not always as serious as the counter­demonstrators were much more serious than they thought they had to be.

ALL-DAY TEACHIN

Even more distorted was the report of the teach-in on the following four days. The ball was almost full from about 8 p.m. on and the audience was not always the same, as people came and left all during the five-hour program. Ten speakers were heard, including Lloyd McKissack, National Director of the April 15th Student Movement and "The Last of the Locust" was shown. One speaker, M. S. Armstrong, was wearing his usual concentration camp, and got a standing ovation.

PRESS DISTORTIONS

Out of the entire day’s proceedings, the press and TV chose only five minutes of “action” to report; the brief scuffles with several members of the right­wing group, who were more headlined by creating a disturbance.

The New York Times report of that incident made it appear as if the right­wing fanatics from causing any real trouble were the only ones involved, whereas the teachers’ committee had made itself against themselves, as was made evident by committee members wherever they appeared. The scuffles were not more than two or three feet distance no matter where they walked. As a result, the trouble began above and "swinging" at someone, they were battled out of the auditorium and the police power against them. To break up the demonstration, a very small group of these coun­ter-demonstrators actually showed up, and the police stood on the opposite side of the street.

YOUTH NEW BEGINNINGS

by Eugene Walker

Anti-War Protest Good and Bad

New York, N.Y. — More and more it is becoming clear that peace marches — or at least the kind of peace marches we have been seeing — are not likely to end this incredible war. While the first marches on Washington and the big parade down Fifth Ave. here last year, the marches have been getting smaller and smaller, as well as less meaningful. But what can you do? When a march was called here for Nov. 5, we thought that we went and urged our friends to go.

A LONG WAY FROM A GROUP

The march was organized from 16th St. and Broadway (Columbia U.) to 42nd St. and Fifth Ave. There were no counter-pickets or heck­lers, except one old drunk and an American Legionnaire. Everyone was cheered and one black man was killed.

The N.Y. Times reported that there were 10,000 people at the 42nd St. rally, and one of them were generous in their estimate. Students said there were 50,000 people.

Johnson. The following four days were indeed a time of the people’s revolt against the system of the oppressive system which gives rise to revolts. It was the fighters who organized a break through the main downtown shopping area to a rally at the foot of Woodward. "Peace NOW" behind that stupid Chinese flag. If a person wants to carry a Chinese flag, that’s his business, but let him walk at the head of a column of several hundred people who certainly were not marching for Man.

WORKERS MORE SERIOUS

The anti-war movement is not always as serious as the counter­demonstrators were much more serious than they thought they had to be.

ALL-DAY TEACHIN

Even more distorted was the report of the teach-in on the following four days. The ball was almost full from about 8 p.m. on and the audience was not always the same, as people came and left all during the five-hour program. Ten speakers were heard, including Lloyd McKissack, National Director of the April 15th Student Movement and "The Last of the Locust" was shown. One speaker, M. S. Armstrong, was wearing his usual concentration camp, and got a standing ovation.

PRESS DISTORTIONS

Out of the entire day’s proceedings, the press and TV chose only five minutes of “action” to report; the brief scuffles with several members of the right­wing group, who were more headlined by creating a disturbance.

The New York Times report of that incident made it appear as if the right­wing fanatics from causing any real trouble were the only ones involved, whereas the teachers’ committee had made itself against themselves, as was made evident by committee members wherever they appeared. The scuffles were not more than two or three feet distance no matter where they walked. As a result, the trouble began above and "swinging" at someone, they were battled out of the auditorium and the police power against them. To break up the demonstration, a very small group of these coun­ter-demonstrators actually showed up, and the police stood on the opposite side of the street.

As usual, the press and TV dis­counted the value of the demon­strations — both underestimating the size of the anti-war marchers, and overestimating the size of the counter-demonstrators who were much more serious than they thought they had to be.
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[Excerpts from the statement of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and of the Student Peace Union to the House Committee on the Armed Services, which ended the draft and war.]

We are opposed to the draft, and believe it should be abolished. We are opposed to a system under which a group of men are selected by lot and who has no voice in their decision to be forced to kill for what is in his interest, and no one should be forced to do what is in another's interest.

We abhor a system which sends young black men into armed forces which are not responsive to their interests. It is not in the interest of the black people in America to fight in Vietnam for the United States' deceptive war aim of 'freedom of the Vietnamese'; it is in their interest to protect and defend their own, and their right to self-determination. Human rights is fraught with peril to their very existence. But black men and women are ordered to napalm Vietnam, and thereby protect the white citizens of Mississippi from tear gas and club batons. We note the more brutal inequities in the operation of this inherently immoral and anti-democratic system of draft selection against the young, against the poor, against the student, against the artist, against the labor's Subcommittee on Education and Labor's Sub-committee on Manpower, that through its provisions there is hardly a black draft board member, and that apparatus which is a part of the states of Mississippi, Alabama, and Louisiana, are the state's white draft board members. The real evils of the system are so intrinsic that they cannot be dealt with by correcting some of the more glaring faults. The issue is not to respect or to accord with the charade of justice; conscription must be abolished.

But to us, the belief that the draft injures our whole society, and we must so oppose that draft, that we support all young men who refuse to follow their response to the nation's call, and must accede to their obligation to assist in military agitation. We believe if we can make a new society in this country, such society should not be sent to destroy the ancient social order in other nations.

IN CONCLUSION, WE URGE

this committee to seek testimony from those who are affected by the decisions of the selective service as well as from those who make those decisions.

(Excerpts from statement of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and of the Student Peace Union to the House Committee on the Armed Services)
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